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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1858 Hichard Dedekind, professor of mathamatiea in 

the Polytaehnio School in Zurich, was called upon to lecture 

on the alemants of differential calouliis. In discussing the 

approach of a variable magnitude to a fixed limit point and 

aspacially in proving the theorem that every magnitude which 

grows eontinually, but not beyond all limits, muat approach 

a limit point, Dedekind had to present his proof by geoma* 

trical z^presentation. He certainly recognized the value 

and tuiafulness of such representations but felt that thia 

form of introduction into differential calculus should be 

more scientific and baaed upon facta fram arithmetic. 

At that time the principles of integral calculus 

amounted to nothing more than the special kind of addition 

and subtraction called integration and differentiation, ao 

far as the average student was concerned. The difficulties 

of logic were left to the mathematical specialist. Undoubt* 

edly the beginning students of calculus were confused by the 

details of the subject. Many of the rules of calculua, even 

though thMj gave aatiafactory results when used properly, 

were not universally true. It was not imtil near the be

ginning of the nineteenth century that this fact forced 

« — W i * — — • — » — • ' • I III I • — — — — • M l — « — » • • — « » • I m • • • t mmmmsmmm • i i — . — • » i i , 

^Richard Dedekind, Essays on Numbers, (Chicago,) 

I92I4., pp. 1-3. 
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itself upon the attention of mathematicians. This challenge 

to the men of mathematics was met successfully in the nine

teenth century, and today the calculua can be taught with

out a trace of mystery and with complete rigor. 

The whole of arithmetic is regarded as the necessary 

consequences of the simplest arithmetic act, that of count

ing. Counting is nothing more than the successive creation 

of the infinite aeriea of poaltive integera in which each 

individual is defined by the one immediately preceding. 

Addition is the combination of arbitrary repetitions of the 

above aioqpleat act into a aingle act; from it in a similar 

way arlaes multip3Lication, While the performance of these 

two operations is always possible, that of the inverse oper

ation, subtraction and division, proves to be limited. This 

limitation in performing the indirect operations is believed 

to have led to a new creative act; thus negative and frac

tional numbers were created by the human mind. An instru

ment of infinitely greater perfection in the ays tern of ra-
2 

tional numbers was thus gained. But what about the irra

tional number? Do we have a clear conception of it? 

Eudoxua thought he had, and Dedekind*s definition of equal

ity between numbers, rational or irrational, is identical 

with that of Eudoxus.3 The irrational number is also 

defined by meftns of the nested interval. 

^Ibld. 
^E. T. Bell, Men of Mathematics, (New York,) 1937, p. 5l9 
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It is the purpose of this paper to diacuaa the crea

tion and uae of the cut (Sohnitt) and neated interval idea 

in connection with acts, aeqtiencea, and the number continuum. 

It ia not intended to cover the field of possibilities left 

in developing the subject, but rather to explain what haa 

bean dona and to ahow some applications of the same. 

Firat tha fundamental lawa of arithmetic will be 

given. Theae lawa are vary simple, and may seem obvious, 

but they explain an is^ortant property of the system of 

rational numbera. This property is that the system of ra

tional numbers is a well arranged domain of one dimension, 

extending to infinity on two opposite sides. It is complete 

and aelf-contained. The four fundamental operationa are 

always parformabla with any two individuala in it; that 

is, tha result is always an individual of the ay stem, the 

sizigla case of division by zero being excluded. 

To show that the symbols a and b represent one and 

tha same rational number, we put a -=̂  b, as well as b rr a. 

The fact that two rational numbera a and b are different 

appears in that tha difference a * b is either a positive 

or a negative number. If tha difference ia poaltive, a ia 

said to ba greater than b, b less than a; this ia indicated 

by tha symbols a ^ b, b L̂ a. If tha difference ia negative, 

^ ia said to be greater than ja, a lass than b; in symbols 

b > a , a<<b. In regard to theae two ways in which two 

numbers may differ tha following laws will holdt 
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1, If a > b, and b > c, then a >- c. Whenever ii, £ 

are two diffextent or imaqual numbera, and b ia greater than 

the one and less than the other, we shall, without hesita

tion becauae of the auggeation of geometric ideas, express 

this briefly by saying: b Ilea between the two numbera a 

and £. 

2« If ai, £ are two different numbera, there are 

infinitely many different nî mbera lying between a and £• 

3* If a ia axiy definite number, then all numbera 

of the system fall into two claaaea, A and B, each of which 

contain infinitely many individuala. The firat class A con

sists of all numbera a ; the aecond claaa conaiats of all 

numbers b.. The number a itself may be aaslgned at pleaaure 

to the first or second claas, being reapectivaly the great-

eat number of the firat claas or the leaat of the aecond 

class. In every case the separation of the numbers into 

the two classes ia auoh that every niimber of the first 

class is less than every number of the aecond claaa.^ 

This thesis will deal with the ay atom of real num* 

bera, the system being made up of integera and fractiona, 

poaltive and negative. An integer ia a real number in 

which every digit that follows the decimal point is zero. 

A number which ia equal to the quotient of two integera ia 

a rational nuniber. There exist numbers which are not ra

tional. Such numbera are called irrational. It is this 

^̂ Pedakind̂  op« ait>» p. 63 ~ 
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type of numbers that xaake the ayatem of real nimibara coi 

p le te . 
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CHAPTER II 

THE NATURE AND MEANING OP THE NUMBx̂ R SYSTEM 

The natuz>al numbers are taken for granted and are 

thought of as individuals, but they are defined aa narks 

like, 1, 2, 3f a, b, c, and ao forth. The baginnars in 

school are taught to think of two objects lAen they think 

of the number 2, and ao on. 

In our nimber system ten is the baae. The ten digit 

symbols, 0, 1, 2, 3, k-, $, 6, 7, 8, 9, are used for zero 

and the firat nine positive numbers. A larger integer, 

such aa "two hundred and twenty three", is expreseed as 

2*10^ -f 2*10 + 3 = 200 -̂  20 f 3, 

and is denoted by the symbol 223* The meaning or valtie of 

the digit symbol depends on its position as well aa its 

sisa. Thus the number 223 is not the same aa 322 or 232. 

By the above method any number in our system can be formed 

by using only the ten digit symbols in different combina* 

tions. 

The uae of ten aa a base goes back to the dawn of 

civilisation and ia thought to have come from the fact that 

we have ten fingers on %diich to count.^ A number system 

with other bases greater than one would serve aa well, per* 

hapa batter than the baae tan« The binary baae (baae 2) ia 

^Richard Coiirant and Herbert Robbins, What is 
Mathaaatica? (London,) 195l# pp. 1, 14-* 7. 
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vary ixiQ>ortant in the atructure of conputing machines. 

The baae 12 would require t%fO more nuaibar symbols, say ^ 

for ten and £ for eleven. Tha base 8 would enable ua to 

diacard the 8 and 9 symbols. Tha number worda of many Ian* 

guagea show that other bases have been uaed. In English 

and German the words for 11 and 12 are not conatrueted from 

the dacinal prineiplea of ccmbining ten with the digits, aa 

are the "teens". In French the words "vingt" and "quartra-

vingt" for 20 and 60 auggeat that for aome purpoaa a system 

with base 20 night have bean tiaed. The layman might object 

to a change of base beca\iae ha would have to learn a new 

sat of multiplication tables. For example, 

123 (base 10) means LIO^ -j- 2«10^+ 3*10^ 

321 (base 10) means 3*10̂ -f- 2.10^4- 1*10^ 

123 (base 8) maana 1*8^ -f 2*S^ -^3•8Q 

101, 101 (base 2) meana 1*2̂ -f- 0.2^ ^i.z^^ 
2 0 

1*2 ^ 1*2 . This means 1|.5 (base 10). 

To change a msiiber from one baae to another involve a 

breaking tha number down into factoz*s of the new base with 

remainders. The ranainders yield the required coefficients 

for tha new base to its various powers. Two axaBq;>las 

follow: 

Baae 10 to Baae 6 Base 8 to Base 10 

S/iSM lo/izikS 
8/ I51l3 R. 1 10/ 1026 R* 9 

8 / 192 R. 7 10/ 65 H. k 
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8/ 2k R. 0 10/ ^ R. 3 

8/ 2-. ̂^ ̂  W 0 R- 5 
8/ 0^ R. 3 

Hence, 1231̂ 5 (base 10) equals 30071 (base 8), and 1231̂ 5 

(base 8) equals 5314.9 (base 10). 

Integera and fractiona describe the z^sult of direct 

c<»â pari8on of nagnitudesi hence their name "rational num

bera". There is no end to the sequence of intagera becauae 

after any integer n has been reached, we nay write the next 

integer, n -f- 1« Thia property of the aaqiiance of integera 

is axpreaaed by aaylng that there are infinitely zaany inte

gers. 

The following laws of the system of all real numbers 

will alwaya be true: 

1« Numbers may be ordered. If £ and h represent 

two numbera, than one and only one of tha three j>oa8ibil-

ities is true, 

a - b» a > b^ a < b. 

2. There exist at leaat two numbera which are not 

equal to one another. 

3. If a > b, b > c, than a > c. 

1̂« If £ and h are any two numbers, than there exista 

a third number £, which ia called the sum of £ and ̂  and is 

expressed as a -f b c« 

5« The commutative law of addition always holds. 

a -H b = b ^ a. 
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6. Tha associativa law of addition always holds. 

a 4- (b-h o) ̂  (a -f b) ̂  o. 

7* XT a > o, than a -|- b > o -/- b. 

d» Thara la a unique number called sero, that is 

danotad by tha symbol 0, such that a-^0 =0-/-a^a« 

9* If a and h are any two nuabars^ then there always 

axists at least one number £ sueh that a r b 4 a* This 

ntaabar £ ia aallad tha diffaranoe between a and b« 

10 • Svas7 number different fs*on saro ia either posi* 

tiva or negative. A nunbar £ is positive if p ̂  Of a num* 

bar n is negative if n ̂  0. If £ is a poaltive nunber, than 

a -I- p > a, 

Xl« !hfo suabars are called opposites if their Bvssi is 

equal to aero, a -f b = 0 . 

!£• To two ]ii8nbara» £ and b, thara corresponds a 

uniquely datanainad number £, eallad thair product. This 

I0 axprassad by «•!> - o or sip^ly ab -= a« 

13* ^?^ ocomaEatativa law holds for multipliaation* 

ab z.ba. 

ll|̂  Tha assooiative law holds for nultipliaation. 

a(bo) =. (ab)o. 

15* Tha distjpibutiva law holds for multiplication. 

m(b 4-0) -z mh + fto. 

16« If a > 0 and b ̂  0, than ab;?* 0. 

17 • Tha following thaorfuns are true of nultiplica* 

tioni 
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Theorem 1. The product of any number by zero Is 

equal to zero. 

Theorem 2. The product of a positive by a nega

tive number ia negative; the product of a negative number 

by a negative number is positive. 

Theorem 3. The produet ab of two numbers £ and b 

vanishea when, and only when, one of the two numbera ia 

equal to zero. 

Theorem I4.. If P ia a poaltive nimiber and a ;?- b, 

then also aP > bP. If N is a negative nimber and a > b, 

then aN ^ bN.^ 

Id. For any two numbera, £ and b, of which b -̂  0, 

there exista one and only one number £ such that ca = b. 

The number £ ia aaid to be the quotient of £ and b and ia 

expressed thus: a/b -c, o r a ^ b c . This process is 

called division. 

19* There exists a unique number called one, or 

xaaXtj, denoted by the symbol 1, such that for every number 

£, l*a :=: a«l ^ a. If £ ia any poaltive number, then a«l 

equals £ greater than zero. Than from the propoaitiona on 

multiplication it followa that one can neither equal to 

zero, nor be negative, hence one ia greater than zero. 

20. Any number of the form p/q, where £ and £ are 

integers and £ does not eqxial to zero, is called a rational 

g 

^Conatantin Caratheodory, Lacturea oa Real Variablea. 
(Loa Angelea,) 19M>, pp. 1-3. 
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number. A rational number can be written in the form p/q 

in nany different ways. Thus: 

•1/2 :: -3/6 - 2/-!̂  z: -7/11^. 

Whan £ ia choaan as the smalleat poaaible positive integer, 

then tha rational number is said to be written in its sim-

plaat form or in lowest terms. Every integer n i« * ra* 

tional number, since n t= n/1. Addition, subtraction, multi

plication, and division of rational numbers produce rational 

numbera. 

Tha existence of irrational numbera will be estab* 

lishad in Chapter IV. It will be seen in a technical aenae 

that the aet of irrational numbera outweigha tha aet of 

rational numbers. 
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CHAPTER III 

SETS AND SEQUENCES 

The concept of a set or class of objects is of great 

importance in all phases of mathematics. By the term "set" 

we mean a number of particular things, as the set of all 

positive nximbers, the set of points on a segment of a line, 

or the set of points within a circle. A set may be selected 

arbitrarily by showing that any element either belonga or 

does not belong to the set. 

An infinite set is a set that containa an endless 

number of elements, one which can be put into a one-to-one 

correspondence with a part of itself. The positive integers 

constitute an infinite set since they are \inbounded in the 

direction of increaaing greatness. If there is no one 

nimiber which la larger in abaolute value than every number 

of the set, the set is unbounded. An infinite set may have 

no limit point or one or more. 

A finite aet is a set which containa a finite or 

limited number of members, one which cannot be put into a 

one-to-one correapondence with a part of itself, A finite 

set never has a limit point because a set which has a limit 

point contains an infinite aubset, and it must therefore it

self be Infinite.1 

bailie Abraham Hurwltz and David Clinton Gillespie, 
Advanced Calciilus, (New York,) 1929, pp. 19-26. 

12 

file:///inbounded
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If all the limit points of a aet are membera of the 

set, the sat is said to be a closed set. A set s\2Ch that 

each point of it has a neighborhood all the pointa of which 

are points of tha aet is said to be an open aet. 

A aountable set is a sat that can ba put into a one-

to*ona aorraspondenee with tha sat of all positive Integers. 

A one«ito»one correspondence meana that the elementa of two 

given aeta are made to correspond in sueh a way that to 

aaeh alsoaant of tha firat set there corresponds one and 

only one a lament of tha second set, and to each element of 

the second set there corresponds one and only one element 

of the first set« 

A saqtiance is an ordered sat of quantities. If after 

each term of a sequanee there is another term, the sequence 

is aallad an infinite sequence. A number which ia equial to 

or lass than every number in the aequenee is called a lower 

bound of tha sequence. An upper bound of a sequence is a 

number which Is equal to or greater than evez^ nuiaber in 

tha aaquenca. A bounded aequance ia one that haa both an 

upper and a lower bound* 

Tha greatest lower boimd of a saquanoe having a 

lower bound is tha leaat term, or, if there ia no leaat, 

than a number x, such that there are terms of the sequence 

between x and x -/- e for ovary e greater than zex*o, but no 

terms less than x. 

Tha least upper bound of a sequence haviag an upper 
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bound is the largest term in the sequence, if there is a 

largest, otherwise, a number x, auch that there are terma 

between x « ^ and x for every 6 greater than zero, but no 

term greater than x. 

A sequence of numbers (s^) has a limit L if for every 

^ greater than zero there exists an H auch that /• * 0ĵ | is 

lass than ̂  for all n greater than N. A aequenee of pointa 

(p^) approaches a limit M, if for any naighbox^iood U of M 

there ia a number N sueh that p is in U for n greater than 
n — 

N. 

An interval is a set of numbers which consists exclu* 

sively of all the numbers simultaneously greater than or 

equal to one fixed number and leaa than or equal to another. 

If the two numbera are £ and b, the interval ia indicated 

by (a, b), and the length of the interval ia b * a; £ and 

b are called the end points of the interval. Such an inter* 

val is called a closed interval to distinguish it from the 

sort of interval in which one or both of the end points are 

missing. In general an interval ia tha aet containing all 

numbera between two given numbera and one, both, or neither 

end points. 
(1) a^ X t to 

(2) a ̂  X ̂  b 

(3) a £ x ^ b 

(i4.) a^l X ^ b . 

An interval such aa (1) is called a closed interval; one 
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such as (2) and (3) are called half open; while one such 

as (1|.) is called open. 

Nested intervals means a sequence of intervals such 

that each ia contained In the preceding one. To obtain a 

number by the nested interval idea it is necessary that the 

lengths of the interval approach zero or some definite 

limit. 

A neighborhood of a point on a line, plane, or aur-

face is usually taken as the set of points within a atated 

distance of a point. For example; an interval on the line, 

the interior of a circle in the plane, or on an area on the 

atirface. One apeaka of a property as holding in the neigh

borhood of a point in which the property holds, or of a 

nxmierical quantity, depending on the nature of a curve or 

aurface in the neighborhood of a point, if the value of the 

quantity can be determined from knowledge of a portion of 

the curve or surface in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of 

the point. 

A monotonic sequence is one that has the property of 

either never increasing or never decreaaing. A monoton-

ically increasing sequence is one in which every element is 

equal to or exceeds the preceding element. A monotonieally 

decreasing sequence is one in which every element is less 

than or equal to the preceding element, A bounded monotonic 

number sequence is always convergent. If it is increasing, 

it converges to its upper limit; if It is decreasing it 
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convergea to ita lower limit. 

If all numbera are aeparated into two classes A and 

B such that there actimlly exiat numbera in each claaa and 

auch that every number of class A Is less than every niambar 

in class B, this separation is called a partition. In any 

partition there exiats either a greateat nianber in claaa A 

or a leaat number in class B. If the system of all numbera 

is aeparated into two classes A and B such that every number 

of A is less than every number of B, then such a separation 

is called a cut (Sohnitt) and is designated by (A, B). 

Every rational number produces auch a cut. It will be aeen 

in idiat followa that there are infinitely many cute in the 

ayatem of real numbers not produced by ratiozial numbers. 
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CHAPTKR IV 

HUMBI2R CONTINUUI^ 

A kmoiOadga of tha poaltive intagera 1» 2^ 3» •#•••# 

ov aatUEval Hunters, is Imrolvad in tha pyooaaa of oounting* 

This alias of nusdMra asy alao ba aMaiaad by tha a8aiS3«>tlon 

of tha oxiotondo of mity and a pyeeaaa sailed additicou 

Bat in oi^ar to pavtom tha inverse opaamtion, oallad sub* 

timatloap aagiatiTa aunbars and saro auat ba introduced into 

thia ayatsm of naabara* Fimotiona are intvoduead in ordar 

to povfostt the oparaticn oallad dlYislon* 

Tlia nuaS>ors tliias for oooaldarod, aaaaly, intogarat 

aovo, and flraotioaa oonstituta a nunO^ar system havlag oor* 

tain pa>opartioa| foap sacsapla, tlMy oonatituto a olosod aot 

with roapaot to tha proaesses of addition, oubtimotioiit 

aultiplieation, and division* Tha raault of any of thaso 

oporotiono parfonMid with yaticnal auabars is a rational 

omOimt^ Thus tha ayatiKB of all rational maabars ia a wall 

arrangod •oq:uaasa of one dlmaTMil cm, axtanding to infinity 

in two oppoalta diraationa* But what of ita aontimdty? 

Lat us oomparo thia aaquanoa of rational nuabora with 

tha points of a otvalght liaa« Evary rational nunbar oaa 

ba written in tha fotm p/q, wtera £ and g ara aaoh intagova 

pvlBia to aaoh othar and £ ia diffarant from sero. Tha sat 

of valuaa which oan bo aaaigM^ to £ or £ la anmsvabla* 

igr an amwwifoblo aat ia asant a oountatola sot* A ono»to» 

17 
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one oosvoapondsnoo oan bo set up botwaon tha points on tha 

straiglbt H a s and tha rational nuabora. Choose on tha 

atraight lias a daf inita orgin and doai^aata it Ivy soro and 

ahooaa a dofinita unit of length for tha aaaouroment of ths 

aooaanto* To ovovy rational suaa>or tbsro corroaponda ons 

and anl9̂  ono point on the lino W!iich is to the loft of sovo 

if tha niaia>ov ia aegativo and to tha vii^t of saro if tha 

amibar ia poaitivo* If pointa ara maFkod off on tha lino 

oomoopoadiag to all tha rational nombara whose dononina«» 

tora ara 1, t$ 3, ••••••» in sueoaasion, it ia readily aoMi 

that tha line oan ba aovorad with rational pointa aa closely 

aa one ploaaaa. Thus it oan ba said that tha liaa aa^asnt 

contains iafinitoly manor i^tional pointa* Thia atatomsnt 

aigjbt load ena to baliove that tha syat^a of rational msti* 

bars covers all tha points en tha lixta sogmsnt or roughly 

^posMng mikm a oomplata line that is without any ^ p s or 

angr potots of diaoontlauity* But what of tha proportioa of 

a atjpalidi.t UtoB^ 

Tho atraitfit line moat be oon^oaod of all tha pointa 

tbmt U o within ita and points* Anor oogwnt of a stvaliSht 

lino auat have o length and thia langth most ba a quantity 

aapoblo of auBMvioal aaaaurevasnt in tarns of any standard 

cdr unit langth, aai these langtha muat poaaaaa tha proparty 

that tbsgr oan bo oombinod by moans of addition or aultipli* 

cation aaocgrding to tha rulaa of algebra. Also it auat ba 

poaaiblo to aanatvuot a line lAioao length is tha mm or 
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product of any two given langtha. For exas^lo; if tha 

longth AB along a Una ia x and tha langth BC ia x ^^^^^^ ^ ^ 

Imngth AC auat ba x + y. If we oonatruet a fourth pr^por^ 

tional to throo given lino aa^nanta whose langtha are 1, a^ 

•xid b, roapoctivoly, then this length muat ba ab acooarding 

to Euclidian goonatry* 

Tho langtha of our Hnos aust obey a nuabar of lawa 

dealing with inoquaUtiaa alao, for asaiî le; if A, B, and 

C ara tbioa points <m a straight Uxm fraa left to right, 

thm it ia clear that tha langth AB ia lass than AC. M«pa* 

over it must ba posilbla, on our fuaiamantal lino L, to find 

a point P auoh that AP ia equal to any ae^nant whatever 

takon along L or alwog any othar atraight Una* 

How it ia obvioua that there are pointa on tho 

atraight lixm that cannot corroap<»id to rational numbara 

and at tha aame time satisfy a U tha raquiramants of ths 

atraight lino. Thara are various elamantary conatruotiona 

in BuoUdian geonatsy whieh imply tha oonatruotion of a 

longth X suoh that jĉ  =* 2* For axan^le, it is poaaiblo to 

oonatruot an iaosoolaa rii^t triangle ABC auoh that AB = AC 

:: !• Than if BC aq̂ uals x, than a^ = 2. Or we may datar« 

aina by moans of goonotry tho mean proportional to tho 

langtho of 1 and 2« Again if tha langth of tho moan propor* 
a 

tional ba axpraaaed as x, wo hava a =̂  2, Our raquiroasnta 

tharaforo involve tha axistanca of a langth maasurod by a 

nuâ Hir x and a point P on L auoh that AP - x, x^ = 2. 
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Now it is possible to show that there is no rational 

number whose square is 2. In fact it is true that there 

is no rational number whose square is m/n yAntre m/n is any 

positive fraction in its lowest term, unless m and n are 

both perfect squares.^ 

Now to show that there is no number p/q ̂  x^ ̂  2 or 

p/q ̂  */2, iî iere £ and £ are positive numbers. 

Let p2/<l^ ' 2# than p2 -= 2q2. 

This last statement asserts that there exist positive integ« 

era which possess tha property that thair aqtmres are double 

tha squares of positive integers. This integer £ for in* 

atanca possesses this property. Let a ba the least of all 

positive integers possessing this property. Lot a^ ̂  2b^ 

with h a positive integer. This impUes at once that £ ia 

even, since any integer multiplied by 2 is even and tha 

square of any odd integer is odd. 

Lot a ' 2c, with £ a positive integer. Than we hava 

This is absurd since b is less than £. Thus y2 is irra* 

tional«^ 

Now to show that m/n =:pVq^f £ having no factor in 

common with £ and m no factor in common with n. Then 

^« H. Bardy, Pure Mathematics, (Cambridge,) 1933t 
pp. i|.-6«2 •—«.,--_-----_---6. 

jr« H. Ritt, Theory of Funotiona, (NewXortc,) 19lv7, 

p* 8» 
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np2 rr mq2. 

Every factor of q^ must divide np^ and £ and £ have no com

mon factor, every factor of q^ must divide n. Thus n = Ĵ  q^ 

where G\ is an integer. But this involves m - (\ p^ and aa 

m and n hava no common factor, <A laust be unity. Thus m r p^, 

and n r q2 as we atated above. 

Thus we have shown that there are points on the Una 

that do not correspond to rational numbers and hence that 

tha aequenee of rational numbers is not complete. By the 

use of tha Dadakind cut and the sequence of nested intervals, 

new mxBBib^rB have been created that give the sequence of 

real numbers tha same caripleteneas or the same continiiity aa 

tha straight line. These numbers are the much disputed 

irrational numbera. They are usually defined thus: if no 

nunbers m and n exist such that a certain nuniber N is ex* 

preasible as a/n, than N is called an irrational number. 

Tbu. f t , iJ, and f& ar. lrr.tion.1 i>»b.r.. It an irr.-

ticmal number ba expressed in the decimal notation, tha 

digita following the decimal point exhibit no regularities, 

there is no period which repeats, as in the decimal repre* 

aentation of a rational number, say 13/11 equals l.ldl3...., 

where tha 18 repeats indefinitely. How than, if tha repra* 

aentation ia entirely lawleas, are decimals eq\iivalant to 

irrationala to be defined let alone manipulated? 

If two rational numbers are equal, no doubt thair 

square roots are equal. Thua 2 x 3 ond 6 are equal; ao 
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alao than are V^2a3 and >fT* But it is not obvious that 

f T a yfi r V 2 x 3* *nd hence that V T x 7^5" T / ^ This 

simple aaaumad oquaUty, taken for granted in school arith* 

metio so4Wia inpoaaible if wa visuaUze for a moment î bat tha 

equality implies. Tho lawleas square roots of 2, 3» ^iXid 6 

are to bo oxtractad, tha first two of these ara than to bo 

aultipliod togothor and the result is to come out equal to 

tho third. As not one of those roots oan ba extracted 

axaatly, no matter to how many decimal plaooa tha aonputa* 

ticn ia earriad, it is clear that tha verification by multi* 

plication as Just desoribod will tkt'vmr be ces^loto. Tho 

whole hunan race toiling inaesaantly through all its exist* 

«K.. couXd n.v.r pr,^. In tht. « , that V T x f T ^ ^6, 

Closar and oloaar apprracimations to equaUty would ba at* 

tainad as tima went on, but finaUty %iould continue to 

rooade. To make those conaopts of approximationa and equal* 

itias praciaa or to replace our crude conception of irra* 

tionals by sharper doaoripti<»sa, which will obviate tha 

difficulties indicatad, was the taak that Dadakind aat him* 

aalf to in tha oarly l670*s. Sinoa that time other maths* 

matiaiana hava uaad other mathoda to develop and manipulate 

tha irrational nuabara. But I shall attan^t to explain only 

one other mothod bosidos DodokindU method, namely tha 

nested interval method* 

An interval is a aat of points of tho real number 

axis dafinod by ono of tha following typos of conditional 
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It is closed if it containa both end points, it is open if 

it does not contain either end point, and it is half open 

if it contains only one end point. 

Consider any sequence I^, I^, I3, I $ of 

intervals on tha number axis with rational end pointa, each 

of which ia contained in the preceding one, and such that 

tha langth of tha n*th interval tends to zero as n inoraaaaa. 

Such a sequence is called a sequence of nested intervals.^ 

In case of decimal intervale the length of I^ ia lO"*̂  but 

it may Just aa well be 2"*̂  or merely restricted to the milder 

raquiaramant that it be less than \/n. Now to formulate a 

baaic postulate of geometrys Corresponding to each such 

sequence of nested intervals there is precisely one point 

on the number axis which is contained in a U of tha inter* 

vala. It ia obvious that there could not be more than one 

point common to all the intervals, for the lengtha of the 

intervals tend to zero, and two different points cotild not 

both bo contained in an interval smaller than the diatance 

between tham. This point is called by definition a real 

number; if it ia not a rational point it is called an irra* 

tional nizmbar. By this definition a one*to*one correspond* 

once ia made between tho points of the intervals and numbera. 

But what is this point on the number axis, which is 

assumed to belond to all tha intervals of a nested sequence, 

nRlchard Courant and Herbert Robblna, What is 
Mathamaticst (London,) 1951, pp. 69, 70 



in case it is not a rational number? Tha answer is simply 

this: Ths axistanae on tha number axia, regarded as a Una, 

of a point o<mtainad in every nested saquanoe of intervals 

with rational and pointa ia a fundaraantal postulate of goo* 

motry* This postulate ia accepted. Just aa othar axioms 

or postulates of mathematics are accepted, booauae of thair 

int\iitiva plauaibiUty and usefulness in building a oonais* 

tont system of mathamatioal thought* From a purely for lal 

point of viow^ atart with a saquanoe made \xp only of ration* 

al pointa and than dafina an irrational point as Just a 

aymbol for a certain sequence of nested rational intervals. 

An irrational point ia completely described by a aequexwe 

of nested rational intervals with lengths tending to zero. 

Thua tha fundamental postulate amounta to nothing more than 

a definiti<ai* 

Now to atata and prove the theorem of nested inter* 

vala. 

Thooramt Let 

(s^, bj^), (a^, b2), • f {0,1* ton) 

ba an infinite aaquenca of closed intervals, each one aftar 

tha first boiag o<mtained in tha prooeding one, whose 

langtha approach aero. There exiat ono and only one point 

which ia oontainad in •yr^f interval of the aaquencas. 

Proofs Consider a aaquanco of points 

(1) â ,̂ a^, Oj, •••••••••, o^' ••••» 

which dofino ths left and point of the intervals, Thia is 
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a convergent sequence, alnce a and all auccoeding points 

of the seqiMnce (1) U e in (a, b). Let F be the limit of 

the aequenee (1). Every convergent aequenee haa a limit 

point. Since P ia the limit of the sequence It ia contained 

in every interval (a^, b̂ ^̂ ). Let ua imagine that P Is not 

contained In (a^, b^^). Then a. and the points which follow 

it In (1) caxinot form a aoquence converging to i . Thia 

proves that P lies in every interval. 

Furthermore, if Q is a point distinct from P, then, 

if the length of (â ,̂ b^) ia leas than (Q * P| , aa it will 

be when n is large, Q cannot U e in (â ,̂ b^^). Therefore P 

is the only point contained in all of the intervale. 

All the laws that apply to the field of rational 

nimbera are possible in the field of irrational numbers da* 

fined as neated sequence of rational intervale. For ex* 

ample, to add tha nested Inteanrala represented by J) and fi 

respectively, we create a third Interval by adding the in* 

itial values and the end values of corresponding intervals 

of the two sequences. This new sequence of neated intervals 

defines 4 + >̂ * Similarly, the product of the two nested 

intervals is defined, also tha difference and the quotient. 

The creation of the irrational number by meana of tha 

neated intervale la a geometrical representation. In con* 

tract with this mothod of developing the irrational number 

ia the purely arithmetical method used by Dedekind. 

Tha heart of JE>odekindia theory of irrational numbara 
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ia his concept of the cut or section (Sohnitt). A out 

soparatea a U rational numbera into two claaaea, ao that 

each number in the firat claaa ia leas than each nimiber in 

the aecond claaa, ii.vary such cut which does not correspond 

to a rational number defines an irrational number. I shaU 

attempt to elaborate on this statement. 

If the ayatem of all rational numbera is divided into 

two clasaes Sitah that there exist numbers in each class and 

such that every element £ of the firat class A is less than 

every element b of the aecond class £, than a cut ia said 

to be effeoted. Every rational number £ ia produced by one 

out, or atrictly apeaking two cuts, idiich, however shall not 

be looked upon as being essentially different. The number 

that effeeta a cut may be either the greatest rational num* 

bar among tha firat claas or the least rational number in 

the aaoond class. If the cut number is the greateat number 

in the firat alaaa, than the first claas consists of all 

rational numbera leas than or equal to x, and tha second 

claas of all rational numbers greater than x. If the out 

nunber ia tha leaat number in claaa b, then claaa A oonaiata 

of a U rational auabara leas than £, and class is consists of 

a U i«tional numbers greater than or equal to x« 

It is easy to show that there exist infinitely many 

cuts not produced by rational numbers. Tha following ex* 

ample auggests itaelf moat readily* 

Lot P bo a poaltive integer but not the aquare of an 
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integer9. then there exists a positive integer Q suoh that 

q^^ P ^(P +1)2. 

If we aasign to the second class B, every positive rational 

number b d̂iose square is greater than P, and to the first 

class A a U other rational numbera £, thia separation forms 

a cut (A, B), that is, every number £ la less than every 

number b. For if £ equals zero or is negative, then on that 

ground £ is less than any number Jb, becauae by definition, 

b is positive; if a is positive, then its square is leas 

than or aqtuil to P, and hence a is leas than any noaltlve 

number b whose square ia greater than P. 

This cut ia not produced by a rational znimber. To 

show this it is necessary to show first of all that there 

exists no rational number i^oae square equala to P. Al* 

though this is known from the first elements of the theory 

of numbers, still the indirect proof may find its place 

hero. If there exist two positive integers m and n that 

satisfy tha equatiCMa 

and we may assume that n is the least positive integer poaa* 

eaaing the property that ita square, by multiplication by P 

may be converted into the sqtiare of an integer m. Since 

evidently 

On < m ̂^ (Q+l)n, 

the msBber n* =- m * Qn is a positive integer cei»tainly less 

than n. Than if m« - Pn * Qm, m* is also a positive integer. 
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and \m have 

m«2 m Pn»2 - (Q2 . |»)(a2 . ̂ ^2) = 0, 

whioh is contrary to tha assuaEoption respecting |i* 

Hence the aquare of every rational number x is either 

loss than P w greater than P. From thia it aaaily foUowa 

that there ia neither in the claaa A a greatest, nor in tha 

alaaa B a least nuOber. 

If we aet 

y 3x2 + p 

we have 

y . , ̂  Ml-=-S!i. 

If in this we assume x to be a positive number from 

cU.. A, th«» x2^ P. ««d h.^. y ^ X and ,a< P. Th.«for. 

2 likowise belongs to class A* But if we assume x to be a 

number from class B, then x^ ;> p, and hence y z. x, y ̂  0 

and y2 ̂  p. Therefore £ likewise bolcaga to class B, This 

cut is therefore produced by no rational nuaber. Thus a 

new kind of nuAbor has been created lyy thia cut. It ahall 

ba daaignated as an irrational niad>er,3 

The pr^erty that not a U outs ara produced by 
' • • ' 11 I I I — — * * — • i i i . i — — — i I „ i i i i 

-'Richard Dedekind, Esaaya on Numbers, (Chicago,) 192U., 
pp. X6»A9* 
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rational numbera, provea the inecBq;>leteneaa or diacontinuity 

of the domain of all rational numbera. With the creation of 

a new kind of numbera by such a cut, namely the irrational 

nuBibers, the realm of real numbera ia made conflate and a 

one*to*one correspondence can be set }xp between this new 

system of numbera and tha straight line, with the aame re* 

quirements met by the system of real niambera that must be 

met by the points on a atraight line. Every definite cut 

definea a definite rational or irrational number, and two 

numbara are regarded aa different or luiequal when they cor* 

respond to eaaentially different cuta. 

In order to obtain a basis for tha orderly arrange* 

ment of all real, that ia of all rational and irrational 

numbers, the relationship between any two cuts must be in* 

vestigated. Obviously a cut is given completely when one 

of the two clasaea is known, becauae the aecond claaa con* 

aists of all rational numbers not contained in the firat 

class, and the characteristic property of such a firat class 

ia that if the cut ntmiber ia contained in it, it also con* 

tains all numbers less than this nimiber. If a coiHparison is 

made between any two such cut numbers, it may happen 

1. That they are identical, that every nuaber con* 

tained in the firat class is also contained in the second 

one, and that every number contained in the aecond one la 

also contained in the firat. In this case the aecond claas 

produced by the first cut is necessarily identical with the 
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second class produced by tha second cut, and tha two cuts 

are identical. 

But if the two classes A and A^ are not identical, 

then there exists in the one, for example in A, a number £ 

equal to b not contained in tha other class A^ and conae* 

quently found in B ; hence all numbera a. contained in A. 

are certainly less than this number £ equal b and therefore 

all numbera â ^ are contained in A. 

2. If now this number £ is the only one in A that 

is not contained in A2̂ , then every other nuaber contained 

in A is also contained in A^ and is consequently less than 

£, that is £ is the greateat among a U the numbera contained 

in A, hence the cut (A, B) is produced by the rational num* 

ber coequal £ equal Jb. Concerning the other cut (A., B^), 

we know that all zmmbera a^ in A^ are alao contained in A 

and are less than tha nmiber £ equal b which is contained 

in B«; every other number b^ contained in B, auat, however, 

be greater than b, for otherwise it would be less than £, 

therefore contained in A and hence in A.. Hence b is the 

least smong all numbers contained in Bj,, and conaaquently 

the cut (A., B^) is produced by the same rational nuabar 

(S equal b eqiial £ equal <^ , The two cuts are than not as* 

sentially different. 

3* If, however, there exist in A at leaat two 

different numbers £ aqxail b and £* eqiuil b*, which are not 

contained in A3̂ , than there exiat infinitely many of thsa. 
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because all the infinitely many numbers lying between £ and 

a» are obviously contained in A but not in A,. In thia 

case we say that the numbers cl| and /3 corresponding to these 

two essentially different cuts (A, li) and {A-^, B-^) are dif

ferent, and further that dj is greater tban^ , and that ^ 

ia less than J^ . 

Tho remaining possible cases are theae: 

1|.. If there exista in A, one and only one nimiber b» 

equal a* that is not contained in A then the two cuta (A,B) 

and (A^, B^) are not essentially different and they are pro

duced by one and the same rational nimiber o| equal a* equal 

b» equal ̂  . 

5* But if there are In A^ at leaat two nimibers 

which are not contained in A, then (3 is greater than <̂  , o) 

is leas thany^ . 

If now we consider again aosuewhat carefully the caae 

Ĝ  greater than /̂  , it ia obvious that the smaller number 

/3 B ^ rational, certainly belonga to the claas A, for 

since there is in A a number a* equal b', which belonga to 

the class B,, it follows that the number A , whether the 

greatest number in An or the least in B., is certainly leas 

than or equal to a*, and hence contained in A. Likewise it 

ia obvious from <^ greater than ^ that the greater number 

ĉ  , if rational, certainly belongs to the class B̂ ,̂ be* 

cause d\ is greater than or equal £'. Combining these two 

considerationa we gat the following reault. If a cut la 
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produced by the number ĉ  , then any rational number belonga 

to class A or to class B accordin;? as it is leas or greater 

thanc^ ; if the number ^ la Itself rational it may belong 

to either class. 

Prom this we obtain finally the following: If J) ia 

gz*eater than /3 , that is if there are infinitely many num* 

hers in A not contained In Â ,̂ then there are infinitely 

many auch numbera that at the same time are different from 

<̂  and from /3 ; every such rational nimiber x is less than 

^ , becauae it ia contained in A and at the same time it 

ia greater than /3 , because It is contained in B.. 

Now, by ^̂ lat has gone before, it can be said that the 

ayatem of all real numbers forms a well arranged domain of 

one dimenaion atich that all the laws for rational numbers 

will alao hold for it. Besides these properties, however, 

this system possesses also continuity and the following 

theorem Is true. 

Theorem: If the system of all real numbera breaka 

up into two classes U and V such that every number u of the 

firat class U is less than every n\imber v of the second 

class V, then there exists one and only one number ©i by 

which this separation ia made. 

Proof: By the aeparatlon or the cut of the system 

of all real numbera into the two classes U and V, we obtain 

at the aame time a cut (A, B) of the aystem of all rational 

niaibors, which is defined 1^ letting class A contain all 
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ratimml numbers of ths claas U and class B contains all 

othar rational numbera. Let<)) bo tha perfectly definite 

number iriaich produces the cut (A, B). If yd is any number 

different from <̂  , there are Infinitely many rational num

bera lying between ^ %xi& /3 . Let JL be one of these nunbers. 

If y^ is less than (̂  , then £ ia leaa than d| ; hence 2̂  be* 

longs to the clasa A and conseqiiently alao the claas U, and 

since at the aame time ̂  is less than ^ than ^ also belonga 

to class U, because every number in V is greater than every 

number in tJ. But if jS is greater than </; , then x is 

greater than ĉ  ; hence x belongs to class B and eonse* 

quently alao to claas V, and since at the same timey^ is 

greater than £, then fi alao belongs to tha same class V, 

booauae ovary maaber in U is less than every number in V. 

Bonce every number (^ different from ĉ  belmigs to the class 

V or to class V, according as it is less than or greater 

than ê  • Conaaquently <̂  itaelf is either the greateat num* 

ber in U or tha least number In V, that ia ô  ia one and the 

only number by idiich the separation of the system of all 

real nunbers into the two claases U and V ia produced* 

To reduce any operation with two real numbera ĉ  and 

fi to operationa with rational numbers, it is necesaary frcm 

the outs (A, B) and (Â ,̂ B^), produced by the numbers ĉ  and 

y3 in the aystem of rational numbers to define the cut (C, D) 

which is to correspond to the result of the operation 7^ , 

rbm oaae of addition will bo discussed first. 
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The simi of two numbers <̂  equal (A, B) and yd equal 

(A^, B-^), will be defined aa the number y equal (C, D): 

y^ - X 4^ /3 » ̂ *te3̂ e C :̂  A 4-A. and D - B -f-B, or 

(A, B) + (Â ,̂ B;,̂) = (A +A3^, B -f-B-^). 

Let it be understood that each A is combined with each A. to 

yield the C, and that each B Is combined with each B to 

give each D. 

To justify this definition observe first that every 

number contained in C is less than evei^ number contained in 

D, since by the definition of a cut it is necessarily true 

that every number in class A be less than every number in 

class B, and every number in class Â ^ be less than every 

number in class B-̂ , If both <^ and fi are rational, then 

every number £ contained in C is less than or equal to d̂  ̂ tf, 

because every £ of A is leas than d) and evez^ a^ of A. is 

less than/S and therefore a 4- a-ĵ '̂  f^-^-fif further if there 

were contained in D a number d leas than <̂  4- /̂ , then 

<̂  -f yScd -/-p, i^ere p is a positive rational number. Then 

it would be true that 

d =:(J) - 4p) -f (/̂  - *P)-

This contradicts the definition of a number d, because<^ - ^ 

is a number in A, and P - Jp is a nimiber in A^. Therefore 

every number d contained in D is greater than or equal to 

ĉ  -f /^. Thia proves in this case that the cut (C, D) is 

produced by the sum ĉ  4- yS « The definition which holds In 

the arithmetic of rational numbers is not violated if in 
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all oaaea we underatand that by the aum <^ -\' $ot any two 

real numbers <̂  and ^ we mean the number /^ whieh produce a the 

cut (C, D). Further, it ia eaay to aee that it makea no 

difference in the aum if only one of the two mmibers ia ra

tional, since it makea no difference to the sisa leather the 

number is put into the class A or B. 

Addition by this method obeys all the laws of addi* 

tlon for the rational numbers. 

The inverse of addition ia subtraction. Thia problem 

is the solution to the equation A + X r B. 

Consider first the case B equal 0. Let 7^be the number that 

producea the cut (*B, *A), and let c( be tha number that 

produces the cut (A, B). Then 

^ -).T=<-A -f A, -B -^B) r 0. 

Let 1| be an arbitrary aolution, ^ 4-")|t:0. 

and since A -f-^ -irO, 

it follows that ^ "̂  ' . 

Therefore / is unique. 

Now for the general caae, it Is a necessary condition 

that: Y^^^ X-y^+fi 
where</) prodiuses the cut (A, B), /5 produces the cut (A^, D^) 

ATidy^ produces the cut (*B, *A). Thus X can be no other 

number; and it can be seen, conversely , that X is a 

solution. Therefore subtraction ia always possible and 

unique. 
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Tha product of two real numbers, <^ =̂ (A, B) and 

P - (Â , B^), is aa follows. Let fractiona be chosen such 

that. £i ? ^2 ^ ^ 3 ? i^^Jn'Oj 

">?1 2'>?2 - 7 3 ^ "f3i = 0-
' n->«»* 

Let ap (p - 1, 2, ) be any point of the ^ neighbor* 

hood of of , and let b (q r 1, 2, ) be any point of the 

7^^ neighborhood of ̂  . Let M^ stand for a aucceaaion of 

points or a point set that containa the point x = *pt»Q« 

Then this point act approaches a limit 7^r:(C, D), aa n 

beccmies infinite. Thia number is defined as the product of 

(̂  and /3 ; Y^ - J) /̂  

(A, B)(AT, Bn) r lim a b . 

For, let apb lie In n^ and let a» ̂ b' lie in any M , m ̂  n, 

and so also la M„. Slao. 

it follows that 

a« ^ a + "̂^ < ^ 2 e . 
P* p 1 1 la 
q» q 2 ^2 ^ fm 

Hence 

at b» * a b r bj? + a^^p -+ \ \ . 
p i q t p q q l ' P < i ^ ^ 

Now, there is a constant 0 such that 

for any a , b under consideration. Consequently 

If, now, a positive 6 ̂ 9 chosen, m can be so determined that 
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0(2 ̂ ^ + 2->?̂ ) 'hk^Th.^e. 

Consequently the £ neighborhood of a point ^ of M^, namely, 

^-^Opbq, containa all tha points of each later t'̂^ (m •<: n) 

and so tha sequence of point sets M,̂  converges. 

-" The laws that govern multiplication of rational num* 

bera alao hold for tha multiplication of the irrational num* 

bars produced by the cut. 

Division is the inverse of multiplication and is 

expreaaes by the equation: 

First, let jS -zip then 4 X n 1. One solution of this 

equation is the following. Let a set of fractiona be chosen: 

and let 6^ < |«̂  I* Let <̂  -s (A, B), and let H^ be the set 

of points l/»p (P - 1» 2, ) where Sp lies in tha ^^ 

aei^bborhood of <̂  • Then tha sequence of point sets 

^1» ^2» ^3* •••••••••••••••• ^n' •••• 

converges. For, let â ,̂ a^ be any two points of M̂ ^ and let 

G be a poaltive fraction less than H I * £ĵ . Than 

a. p •* V4 
•UExl h.ne. X I _ aj - a^ / ^ ^n . 

Denote the limit by <̂  *: 

It ia ealled the reciprocal of «̂  and is unique. Booauae if 
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<^4" - 1 . then Ĵ '4 c^" - ^ ' , or ^> < - ^'. 

Turning now to the g.ner.1 .quatlon 

<^X ^ /^, 

multiply by ĉ  •: <̂ » <̂ X - ĉ» /S , X:=:/3^«c Thus 

division is always possible when ĉi :^ 0. Moreover, it is 

unique. For if 

ô  X ^^Y, 

then «̂ tĉ  X = < ^ M Y , 

and so X :i Y. 

Thus we have a system of real numbers confiposed of 

the rational numbers and the class defined by the Dedekind 

cut.**-

\/illiam Fogg Osgood, Functions of heal Variables 

(New York,) 1936, pp. 50*57. 
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CHAPThR IV 

APPLICATIONS 

1. Define irrational numbers by the Dedekind cut. 

If in the domain R of all rational numbera the cut 

(A, B) is made such that the number a idiich effects the cut 

ia neither the largest rational number in A or the smalleat 

in B, then the number a ia an irrational number. 

2. Prove that there exiata infinitely many cuta not 

produced by rational ntmibera. 

In the system of all real numbers effect a cut 

(A, B). Assign to the aecond class B every positive ra

tional number Jb whoae square is greater than ^ , to the 

first class A all other rational numbera a. Now ahow that 

there exists no rational number whose aquare equals E, . 

If there exiats a rational number whoae square 

equals § , then there exist ti«o positive integers ̂ , u 

isume 

that u is the least positive integer posaeasing tho proper

ty that its square, by multiplication by Ĥ  may be con

verted into the square of an integer t* 

^ is a positive integer but not the aquare of an 

Integer, then there exists a positive integer 7^ such that 

7\̂  ̂ l § ^( ?\ 4- 1)^. Then evidently ;̂ u ̂  t -C ( 7\ -/- l)u 

and the number u*c:t* ^^uisa poaltive Integer and cer

tainly leaa than u. If further we put t» ̂  5 u * '̂  t, jt» 
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2 c 2 
that satisfy the equation t « Sn — 0 and we may asi 
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is likewise a positive integer and we have 

t«2 . § u'2 - { ;̂ 2 . ̂  )(^2 . ̂  u2) = 0 

which is contrary to the assumption respecting u. Hence tha 

square of every rational number x ia either loss than ̂  or 

greater than § . 

3* Prove that there exists a poaltive nimiber whoae 

square is 2. 

Effect a partition (A, B) of all positive num* 

bars by placing in class A every positive nimiber whoae 

square is not greater than 2 and in claas B every positive 

number whose square is greater than 2. Class A contains 

numbers, as for Instance 1; and every nimiber of A is less 

than every number of clasa B. Class B contains numbera, as 

for instance 2 and 3« Thus the conditions for a cut az^ 

satisfied; call % tho partition mmiber. Then for any pos

itive 6 less than § , the number ^ - £ beloiiigs to A and 

§ 4 6 belongs to B. Then ( f - 6 )2 f 2, (%-l-€)2>2. 

Hence ^ ^ * 2 ^ ^ -f (SS 2, and ^ ^ ^ g -{-2^6 -€% 2 4- 2^6 

^ 2 + 1|. 6, since § ^ 2. Also < ^ -f 2 ^ 6 +ck, 

§ 2 ;^2 - 2 4 6 * € ^ . If we take ^ ^1, 2% 6 f € < 2 < ; € f 6 ^ 

I4.6 4 -6 ti5 6 , a n d g 2 ^ 2 * 5 6 . 

It ia therefore proved that ̂  ̂  Z 2 4- Ij. 6 t however small 

a positive number ^ may be, and that ^^;^2-5<=:» hov-

ever small 6 may be. Hence ̂  ^ f: 2, P^^2i therefore 

2^ A bounded monotonic saquanoe has a limit. 
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The sequence may be either monotonieally increas

ing or decreasing. Since the proofs are fundamentally the 

same only the case of the non-decreasing sequence will be 

considered here. 

Proof: Effect a cut (A, B) of all numbers by 

placing a number x In A if there are elements of the se* 

quence â ^ greater than x, otherwise place x in B. Since the 

sequence is bounded, numbers exist in each class and every 

number in A is less than every number In B. Therefore a cut 

number § is defined so that ̂  is cither the greatest number 

in A or else the least number in B. Suppose that ^ ia in 

A. Then there is in the sequence (â )̂ an element a^ greater 

than 5 • A ^ number between §'and a., is greater than ^ . 

This is a contradiction to the assumption that ^ is the 

greatest number in A, therefore it is the least in B. Now 

^ is the limit of the sequence (a^). Let 6 be any posi

tive number, then § • ^ belongs to A and there exists an 

element a of the sequence (â )̂ such that a^ Is greater than 

^ * 6 . As the sequence is monotonieally increasing it 

follows that when n is greater than N, a^^ SL^* Since 

^ - aĵ  ia never negative, it is clear that when n is 

greater than N, | ̂  - »n j ^ £ > ^^^ t^^s by definition; 

lim OQ "̂  §̂  • 

5a If an infinite point-set has an upper bound, it 

has a least upper bound. If an Infinite point-set has a 

lower boxmd, it has a greatest lower bound. 
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Since tha proofa are fundaaientally tha aome, only 

the firat atatcmant w i U be proved^ 

StQypoao K la an î iper bound of £, then every elo* 

ment £ ia leaa than or equal to K. Effect a partition of 

all nMribors by plaeing in claas A every nmiber x such that 

acme £ eacoeeda it^ and in class B every number x which ia 

not eaGoeeded by any £. Each class containa mnbers, be* 

cause wo can find a number x in A 1^ choosing any £ and 

talcing 2 leas than £, and tha hypothesis gives \ui K aa a 

maaber in B. aonce there exist a partitioi number ^ , 

which is oithar ths greateat of A <»r the least of B. For 

any poaltive masbor % , ^ -f- £ belongs to B, and every ele* 

ment a fi ̂  -f- £» Since e msy bo taken aa smaU aa we 

pleaae it muat foUow that a t: ̂  , ao that ^ia an ^per 

bound of £« But ^ ia tha least tj^er bound of K| for any 

number leaa than ^ belongs to A and ia therefore exceeded by 

acme a^ ao that it oaimot be an tamper bound, 

6* A bounded infinite polnt*sot has at leaat one 

limit«point« 

Proof: Si:^poae that the set E ia such that 

a '̂  a £ h» Effect a out of a U nAaabera by placing in class 

A every x whieh ia ^^p^a^^ML by none or a finite nunber of 

elementa of j» of E, and in class B evaxy number x idiich is 

prooedod by an infinite aet of e*s. Each clasa contains 

numbara, aince ŝ  is in A and Ĵ  ia in B, and it is clear that 

evevy aunher of-A ia leas ^rnn ovary nunber of B« Thua a 
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cut number ̂  is defined, which shall be proved to be a 

limit-point of E. Consider a neighborhood of width 6 on 

each side of ^ ; it will suffice to show that between 

§ * £ and ^ "+• S there is an infinite set of points of 

E. Since ^ * £ belongs to A, it is preceded by none or a 

finite number of elements of E; since ^ -f- £ belongs to B, 

it is preceded by an infinite set of elements of £; there* 

fore between ^ - ̂  and ^ 4 - ^ lies an infinite set of 

elements of E. 

?• Let f(x) be an increasing continuous function, 

a 4 x 4 r b and let f(a) ^ c^ , f(b) -z. ^ . Then for any ^ 

in the interval (<̂  , /̂  ) there exists one and only one 

value of X such that y =rf(x); thus x is defined as a 

function of X* x zr Cp (y), d) f > f: ̂ . Thia function ia 

continuous and increasing, and ^ ( * ^ ) - a , c p ( P ) - b . 

If furthermore for any fixed value of x, f Ux) exiats and 

is not zero, then for the corresponding value of ;;[, = 4̂ »(y) 

exists, and (2)'(y) = — i — 
^ f'(x) 

c-6 e of£ 
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This proof will be clearer if reference is mado to the 

graphical representation of the function. 

Let -y" denote any number between <̂  and jS ; and affect 

a cut of all real numbers by placing a number £ in claas A 

if tip) ^ Y- and in class B if f(p)> V^. Call the cut num

ber c. Than f(c) =: lim f(c -f h), hence f(c)^T snd f(c)>y; 

SO that f(c) = Y'. Thus the value Y'is aasumed by f(x) idien 

X :=. C| it is not assumed for any othar value of x, since 

f(x) is an increasing function. We have therefore aaaignad 

to each value of j[ between d| and ^one and only one value 

of X, and have thua defined x as a function of x» ^ - ̂ (y)» 

in the open interval i<^ , fi); we complete the definition 

by noting that (p (<̂ ) r: a, (p{h t:.b. This function Q} (y) is 

increasing; for If y2>yx* ^^^ ^(Xg) >f(x^), hence Xg^^l* 

or (ya) > (y,). To show that4^(y) is continuous at a 

point y between o| and ^ , .we must prove that for a given 6 >0 

there is a £ > 0 suoh that idienever |y *T|^6, then |x * c|^£. 

Let f(c+£) -T-f 6, • ̂ (c -£) - T - <S2 «o thatfiĵ , 6^ 

are both positive| then choose6 tha smaller of the mmibers. 

In case T ^ y 5 ^ 4 - 6 , 

(p(r) f (p(y)^L a> (T-+6 ) ̂  (J) (nr -hSj.), 
ao that e ^ x ^ c + G , o r O £ x * c ^ £ l in caaaY^-iqr ^Tt 

(pir- Sg)£ (pir- 6)^ <p(7) ^(pi-n, 
ao that e * G / x ^ c , o r 0 f c * x ^ . £ . Hence whether 

X ic greater than, leas than, or equal toy' if |y -T)^S, 

wa have tx - w|<: €. tt we choose on the other hand y -:^^ 
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or fi inatoad of an interior point 7^ , we need give only 

one or the othar of the porta of tha prooeding proof to 

oatabUah continuity. 

In order to deal with the derivative of ^(y; at 

o point y between </) and /3 , we write ths difference-

quotient 

(1) ^Kl) - 9{^} ^EJ1± ^.ZS. 
y - 7 " y * r f(x» - f(c) 

Now the dlTferonoe-quotiont for f(x) at x :r o is 
(2) t̂3c) * f(c^ 

X • c 

Its limit as X -^ c is f«(c), if tHc) axiatai if alao 

tHe) zf: 0, then tho reciprocal of (2) has the limit 1/tHc) 

aa X -^c« Since, t^ continuity of the function, x ^ c 

u ^ y — » Y ^ simultaneously, we see that the limit of (1) as 

y is l/t^(c)» It instead of an interior point we 

ohooae y s^cl^w j8 , then the sambC proof holds with unilat* 

eral limita, 

8« Let f(x) be bounded over the oloaed interval (a, b). 

There oxiata in (a, b) at leaat aao point auch that in any 

arbitrarily mmll neighborhood of that point the least 

upper bound of f(x) is tho aame as the leaat upper bound, 

X, of f(x) for ths «d)ole interval (a, b). 

Proofs Effect a cut in the real numbers ao 2 is 

in A if X la leaa than a, or if in (a, x) ths leaat û  per 

bound of f(x) ia leas ^aan K. 1 la in B if x is greater 

Vmn b, or if in (a, x) the leaat upper bound of f(x) ia K. 



Numbers exist in each clasa. Every x in A is less than 

every x in B, Therefore the cut number ^ ia defined. For 

any positive £ , however small, there are numbers in both 

claases in the interval ^ * £ < x -̂l ? -^£and the LUB of 

f(x) is in this interval and is the same aa the LUB of the 

entire interval. 

9. The theorem of continuity. 

Theorem: Let s , s^, be a set of 

numbera suoh that 

(1) s ^ 8 
n — n-r 1 

(2) a ^ ^ 
n 

Then there exists a number X such that 

(3) a^^ X n nl, 2, 

(k) Y*^ *n 21 "̂  a 

d̂wire r is any number less than X and m is a corresponding 

integer. 

Proof: Let X be the number that effeeta the cut 

(A, B). Let a be a number exceeded by aome s^ and hence by 

every number exceeding s^. Consider the totaUty of such 

numbers. Let b be any one of the remaining numbera. Then 

the number X ^ (A, B) has the properties set up by (3) and 

(U-). Becauae, first of all if X did not satisfy cozKlition 

(3)» than there would be a number s , greater than X and 
n' 

between a^, and X, a nuiaber c, suoh that X ^ c ̂  s_,. Be-n' *•' n' 
cause 0 is less than s ,̂ c is in A. This is impossible 

because every a ̂  x. 
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Secondly, if condition (l|.) is not met, then s^f-V? 

for all values of n. Choose a number £ between Y"and X, 

such that Y^^ c ̂  X. Then ŝ ^ is less than £, and hence £ 

is in B. This is impossible because every number in B ̂  X. 

This proves the theorem of continuity. 

10. The fundamental tlioorem of convergence. 

Let S-î, S2, S^, •••....., be a aucceasion of 

point sets having thh following property. To a positive 

small £ ohoson at pleasure there corresponds an integer £ 

and' a point " ^ of S^ such that tlrie ^ neighborhood of % 

contains the set Ŝ ,̂ if n >- m. The point sets Ŝ ^ are then 

said to converge as n beccxoes infinite. 

Let Ŝ ,̂ Spf ....... be a convergent aequenee of 

point sets, then tlriere exists a number X such that an arbit* 

rary e neighborhood of X eontaln. all the Utt.r 3^ (n>in). 

Proof: Let £ be a number that is exceeded by 

some point of S for all values of n from a definite point 

on; that is for n •> m, where m depends on £. Consider the 

totality of such numbers a. Let b be any number not in A. 

Then the number X "=: (A, B) defines a cut. This number X 

has the properties of the X of the theorem. Because let €* 

be a positive number less than 4 £, and let ̂ , § ^ be the 

numbera m, ^ correaponding to £* by the hypothesis of 

convergence. Then S^ lies in the €* neighborhood of ^^ 

when n ^ Jt^ But tlte points of this neighborhood U e in 

the -^neighborhood of X. For if it extended above the 



last, there would be numbers a > Xj and if it extended be* 

low the latter, there would be a number b <; X. 

DefiniUon of a limit. The number X is defined 

aa the limit of the numbers x making \xp the aequance Ŝ ^ as 

n becomes infinite. 

Theorm of limits. Let S , S^, , be a con

vergent sequence of point sets, and let T,, T2f ....# be a 

aecond sequence of point sets, the points of T being all 

contained in S^. Then the second sequence converges and 

has the same limit as the first. 

Proofs In the above definiti<m and thaosÊ em the 

point sets S are made to depend on a single integer, n. It 

is obvious that they can be equally made to depend on vari* 

ables which in a more general senae approach limita. One 

extension is necessary for this proof, namely, to an aggre* 

gate of point sets 3 , where n and q are zmtural numbers, 

and where the earlier condition m 'f n is now replaced by 

the pairs m*^ n, p £ q. 

11. (Heine-Borel Theorem) If every point of a 

closed interval (a, b) is interior to at leaat one interval 

of a given set S of intervals, there exists a finite set 

3^ of intervals of S, I , I^, $ such that every point 

of (a, b) is interior to at least one interval of S . 

Proofs Effect a cut (A, B) so that a point x is 

in A if X'^ a, or if the points of (a, x), a4. x £ b, can 

be covered by a finite aet of intervale of S. x is in B if 



X :> b, or if Vbm points of the interval (a, xr cannot ba 

covered'̂ by a finite set of intervals of S. there are 

bera in aaeh elaas« Every x^ is in A and ia leas than every 

J^ in B. The out number § is defined. Now we must show . 

that C s b, Aastane §<b, tbmoi an I of S oovera j§ • § 

ie an Interior point of I, and numbers of both A and B are 

in I. fhero are a finite number of intervale of S covering 

(s, x^)» To theae intervale adjoin I, then a finite nmsber 

of intervale cover (a, Xg). Thia ia contrary to the hypoth^ 

ooie« Therefore § s: b. 

12. If f(x) ia eontinuoua, a ^ x < b, and if f(a)=C, 

f(b) = 0, then there is at leaat (me number § # s '̂  5 '̂  b, 

for whieh t{§) ::, 0. 

Proofs Effect a cut in all numbers of the closed 

interval (a, b) so that a nuaasber P bel^aga to A if f(x)^ 0, 

for o < X 4 P, while P ia in B if f(x} >• 0 for acme x in 

(a, P). There are snsabers in each claas sinae A. belonga to 

A and J2 to B« Every P in A is less than every P in B by 

definition. A out number § la defined. We shall now show 

that f(§ ) 2 0. Continuity of f(x) requires ths existence 

of BXk interval with left end point at a throu^iout with 

f(x) /. 0. A U pointa in this Interval belongs to A. Like* 

wise an interval with right m d points at b haa a U pointa 

(1) a ^ § ^ b and all 2 of (a, b) laas thanS 

belong to A and r(x)X.O fWr a £ x^^^ • 
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(2) A U Ji in (o» b) > ^ belong to B^ eo bo* ] 

twaen § and P > § ttero aro 2 f«r which r(x) > 0 . HonooC 

oan bo epproaahad by aoquancaa of 2 ao that (1) f (x) ̂  0 

•oA (a) « « ) ^ 0^ and « § ) £ 0, « § " ) > 0, thanf(5')=r0, 

She proviouo theorem have boon proved by the uae of 

tho XMIoldnd out. The following thaorMO wiU bo promd by 

the naotod intorvel idea. 

1# An infinite set S of roal aunlMira in a finite 

intonral (a^ b) hat at leaat oae limit point* (Bolaano* 

voiomitraaa Iteorom} 

Siq̂ poeo S haa no limit point. Then for avery 

roal nu«a>er 2f %horo exiat a neighborhood of x oontaining 

only o finito mmstm^ of points of a* Lot N danoto ths tot 

of o U ouch iMiigNb»<»teods« By ths lloine«4N3rol thacrcm, 

thoro OiVioto 0 finito nombor I of ths intorvala of N^ havis^ 

the osami ppc^party that tho I^*B hovo and ais^ that every 

point of («t b) ie intoiHlor to at Xeaet cno interval of I. 

Since owry point of (s, b) is oovorod and aince thia 

ooiioring oan ho dono by a finito number of points of s, it 

follows that S is s finito sot. This shows that our aa* 

mmi^tUm of ths noni«oxistonoo of a limit point of S is in̂ * 

oorroot, 

Zm KfOty bounded infinito sot of points has at 

liMuit cna Unit point* (Bolssno^oiarstrass Theorem) 

iiroMtt Lot £ bo on infinito sot of pointa oon» 

teinsd in tho slMod $mlmma i%^ bi« Soto that ovofy 
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bounded aet is contained in some closed interval. We rep

resent (a, b) by Î .̂ Let £ be tho midpoint of (a, b). 

Then either the closed interval (a, c) contains an Infinite 

number of points of E or the closed interval (c, b) does. 

Pick out that one of the tiro intervals which contains an 

infinite number of points of E, or oither, if both contain 

an infinite number of points of E. Let the interval selected 

be represented by 1^. The length of Ig is half that of I^. 

Similarly, there is an interval I^ whose length is half 

that of I_ which contains an infinito number of T>oints of E. 
z 

We form in this way an infinite sequence of intervals 

h' V h' ---V 
each contained in, and each half the length of, its predo-

cessor* Each I^ contains an infinite nuaB̂ t>er of points of K. 

By the theorem on nested intervals, there is a point P which 

is eontalnml in ..oh of tho Intorvala I^. BTld«itly, ? la 

a Umit point of E. 

(Note that this the second proof of the Bolzano* 

Weiesratrass Theorem) 

3. Borel's Theor«as Let E be a closed and bounded 

point sot. Lots be an infinite set of intervals (open or 

closed) auoh that each point of K is interior to at leaat 

one of the Intervals of ̂  . Th»ti there exists a finite sub

set of ths intervale of ̂  suoh that each point of E is 

Interior to at least one interval of the finite subset. 

Proof: We euppose that we have an K and a ^ 
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so daaeribod in tha bypotheaia, and that the ocoslaslon 

dooe not hold for thia B and IE • We alwOl produce a con* 

tradiation* i 

Lot (a^ b) be a oloaed interval aantainix^ £• 

Bote that B is bounded. X>onoto (a, b) by X . Lot £ bo the 
JL 

midpî Ueit of (a, b)« Cenaidar the elosod interval (a, o) 

snd (c, b). There latst be ono of thsao intervale auoh that 

tho points of B lying in it cannot oe covered by a finite 

mm^aw of intervsla ohoson from ^ , When ws say that a 

set of intervals ^oovera** a sot of points, ws moan that 

oach point ^ the point set ie interior to at leaat cno of 

tho givim int«rvsls* 

Lot I2 bo that one of the two intervale (a, c) 

and (b, 0} idioae pointa of E cannot be ao covered, or e 

oither, if the o«roring is imponaibla for both intervale. 

Wo find aimilarly a closed interval I., Which ia half of X^t 

such that the pointa of B lying in 1^ cannot be oovered by 

a finito msnibor of ths intervale of ̂  . We build in thia 

way an infinito soquonee 

V V h* •• •• ̂n 
By tho theorem on nostod intervalo thsro ia a point P idiich 

is oontainod in a U of tho intervals I^* 

Of oourso, P is a Umit point of h, for there ia 

an interval X^ in every aaiî bborfaood of P and every 1^ eon* 

taina an infinito nunber of pointa of £* Since K ia oloaed, 

p belongs to B» 
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There ie an interval i n ^ which contains P in 

ita interior* Thia interval containa every Î ^ of auffi* 

oimtly large n in ita interior, ainoe the Isn^^ of Z Q 

approaohea sero aa n inoreaaes. We Imve thoa a contradict* 

ion of the inferonoo that the points of £ lying in I^ oan* 

not be oovored by a finite number of intervals taken fTcm^T, 

hmoo a ocntradiotion of the aaauc^>tion that L cannot be so 

covered. 

h9 A function f(x), contintious in a closed interval 

a '̂  m ^ b, ia bounded. 

Assume the theor^n false* nivide the given 

interval (a, b) into two equal subintervals. Than the 

theoraa muat be falae for at least one of these. Let 

^/^ X f ^ , be suoh an interval. Zf there ia a choice 

take, for dofiniteness, the left*hand interval. 

Repeat the roaaoning, subdividing (̂  ,̂ ^ ^ ) , 

sad denoting a aubinterval in which the theorem is falae by 

^2 <̂  X 5 /g* ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^̂ '̂^ interval. 

rrooeeding in thia manner we obtain a ouooesaion 

of i««d>ora ĉ  ^s c*)̂ ^ - ̂ ^ ^ , <^j^^^^ 

anfi a aaoond auooesaions - ^ 1 ^ / 3 ^ •••» ^^ ^ ^ i* 

H€»[*o«Pver, 0 m A ^ imZJLm^ m^ n* 
' ^ n ^ n - 2^ • 

These nunbers determine a point ^ suoh that ^ » ^ '̂  ^'n^ 

Since f(x) is continuous in x — 5* » ̂  hB.'vmt 

I t(%) *f(x)U^ |x* §1 ^^ 
or f(X) < ti%)4'e jx^ ^l ^^ 
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Let ra be so chosen that^ * d) Z.S • 

Then the interval (c^)^, ^^) Ues within the Interval 

t 5 - S , § 4 - 6 ) , and here is a contradiction; for in no 

interval (ĉ ĵ , P ^) is the function bounded. 

5* The theorem on nested intervals is proved on 

page 21}, of this paper. 

6. If f(x) be continuous on the closed interval 

(a, b) and if f(a) and f(b) have opposite signs, then there 

exists at least one value of x in (a, b) for which f(x) 

vanishes. 

AsstBoe there exists no number x such that f(x):= 0. 

Since f(x) is continuous at every point x in (a, b), there 

exists a neighbox^ood of x such that f(x) is either negative 

or positive in that neighborhood. For each x of (a, b) 

select such an interval, in ̂ diich f(x) has the same sign 

for all points interior to it. By the Helne*Borel theorem 

there exists a finite set P of those intervals such that 

every x of (a, b) is in the interior of at least one of the 

intervals of the set F and having the property that in any 

one of these intervals, f(x) has the same sign throughout. 

Let the intervals of F be ordered according to the poaitions 

of their left end points. It is evident that successive 

intervals of P must overlap. 

By the hypothesis f{a) and f(b) have opposite 

signs, therefore, we know that there exists at least one 

interval over which f(x) is always positive and at least 
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one interval over which f(x) is negative. Then the points 

£ common to both intervals are auch that f(q) is both 

positive and negative. This is impossible aince f ia 

a ingle-valued. Thua f(q) — 0, which is contrary to the 

hypothesis. 
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